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Abstract. Future intelligent vehicles will be capable to monitor driver distraction while autonomous driving. However, in case of system fault, the
intelligent vehicle must also manage an adaptive strategy for the Airbag Control
Unit, since the airbag deployment against an Out of Position occupant can be
additionally harmful. Thus, the present research work investigates a possibility
to monitor the driver position as a robust information to an intelligent vehicle.
A seat is sensorized with a map of pressure sensors. The system layout and setup
are discussed in details. Signal processing strategy and real driving experiments
are reported.
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1 Introduction
Many research institutes and automotive manufacturers are very active in improving
the intelligent vehicles, from driver monitoring systems [1] up to connected and
autonomous cars [2]. However, even considering the smartest vehicle but in an
unstructured environment as while driving in trafﬁc, a system fault may occur and the
occupant safety becomes a concern. In fact, the airbag deployment may be additionally
harmful if an occupant is in unexpected positions [3, 4]. Other than trying to prevent an
accident, an intelligent vehicle must also manage the strategies of the Airbag Control
Unit (ACU) once the accident is going to occur.
The airbag deployment against Out of Position (OP) occupants is a long since
known problem [5]. New car models must pass severe safety tests for airbag deployment against OP manikins [6, 7]. Adaptive strategies for airbags deployment can now
be designed, provided that the ACU must be aware of the actual occupant position [8–
10]. Car occupant can be monitored recurring to researches focused on visual and
biomechanical distraction [1]. Useful information can be extracted by integrating eye
and face tracking with artiﬁcial vision systems and driving information from car ECUs.
Other advanced methods monitor even biological signals including electroencephalography and electrocardiogram [11]. This equipment is too complex for actual
car applications, besides it is tested only in laboratory conditions, while real driving
would introduce heavy noises. Also, the acceptance in real life is a problem.
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Monitoring of seat pressure distribution enables to investigate biomechanical
parameters for medical purposes and driver comfort [12, 13]. However, the variability
of driver to driver proﬁles and body sizes challenges the robustness of the system.
Some patents describe apparatuses for robustly detecting an OP occupant but in one
condition only [14, 15].
The present work focuses on seat pressure monitoring for detecting different OP
conditions. Real driving experiments investigating the system capabilities is another
contribution of the research.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the experiment materials and
methods. The driving experiments and results are reported in Sect. 3 and discussed in
Sect. 4, while the concluding remarks are drawn in Sect. 5.

2 Materials and Method
The seat is sensorized for pressure measurement according to a list of twelve speciﬁcation headings available in literature [16], as for sensor geometry, working principle
and operating conditions. The seat cover is sensorized by 16 round Force Sensing
Resistors, FSR 402, by Interlink Electronics. The FSRs are robust polymer 0.45 mm
thick ﬁlm devices that exhibit a decrease in resistance with increase in force applied to
the sensor surface. The sensors have a 13 mm diameter active surface. Figure 1 left
shows the arrangement of the sensors under the seat surface and the naming also used
in the controller software. Figure 1 right shows the installed equipment on a Peugeot
308 SW car.
The overall system includes: Arduino Mega controller to read the FSRs analog
signals and control the other devices, LCD screen and pushbutton serving as HMI, SD
card slot for data logging, 9 V battery to enable a stand alone device. The sensors are

a)

b)

Fig. 1. Sensorized seat equipment: (a) arrangement of FSRs on the seat surface, named
according to Seat, Back, Left and Right initials and (b) actual equipment on a car.
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Fig. 2. Layout of the devices in the sensorized seat.

mounted under a seat cover. The controller can be positioned in the car wherever
convenient. The prototype is cost effective as 130Eur. Figure 2 shows the signals and
energy connections in the system. The complete wiring is omitted for clarity of presentation. The cycle time is 27 ms.
The sensor matrix reading is affected by many noises. In order to get useful
information, the signals are processed considering three criteria. First, the sensors are
grouped by the position affecting the pressure vertical or longitudinal direction. So, the
evaluations refer to signal grouped as Seat, Back or globally Seat+Back. Then, the
signals are averaged, in order to mitigate the errors. Finally, the signals are conventionally weighted in order to get a force center in transversal or longitudinal direction.
Considering the sensors naming of Fig. 1, the transversal center evaluations consider
weighting the right sensors *R* as 1, while the left sensors *L* as –1. The longitudinal
center evaluations consider weighting the B** sensors as –2, the S*1 ones as –1, the
S*2 ones as 1 and the S*3 ones as 2. For each driving experiment, 6 time histories are
recorded on the SD card as: averaged pressure on the seat, averaged pressure on the
back, averaged pressure on seat+back, transversal force center on the seat, transversal
force center on the back, longitudinal force center on seat + back.
Figure 3 shows a ﬁrst experiment for equipment validation. The car is parked,
engine on, with the occupant steady in the normal driving position. The raw pressure
signals are processed to deliver the force characteristics on the back. The pressure
signals average and the force center on the back in transversal direction are reported.
The FSR axis just reports the signals values as read in the controller, since they cannot
be directly related to the driver weight.

3 Driving Experiments
Eleven different drivers participated in the tests. The drivers show a considerable
picture, 7 males from 22 to 74 years old and 4 females from 22 to 66 years old. The
drivers come from different professions, determining different experience, including a
student and two retired, with about 5000–10000 km distance covered per year, up to a
sales representative with 60000 km/year.
The seat sensors averages over the same distance, but covered at different speeds in
the normal driving position are reported in Fig. 4. Then, the real driving experiments
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Fig. 3. Validation experiment: (a) row signals and (b) average pressure on the back and force
center in transversal direction.

Fig. 4. Seat sensors averages over the same distance covered at different speeds with normal
driving posture.

considered 4 different postures: normal driving position, forward reclined against
steering wheel, left against the side door or toward the right door distracted by other
devices or objects. Figure 5 left shows the force center as evaluated in the longitudinal
car direction while Fig. 5 right shows the force center in the transversal direction. The
experiment consisted in driving at 50 km/h constant speed, of course in a private track
without trafﬁc. The results refer to a 35 years male, 1.85 m height and 90 kg weight,
35000 km/y covered distance.

4 Discussion
The sensor values can be used as qualitative measures with good reliability. However,
they cannot serve as load cells, since not all the occupant weight is carried by the
sensors. It is not possible to determine the weight shares passing through the sensors or
directly through the contact surfaces between cover and seat.
The sensor detection is little influenced by the engine noise when the car is stopped.
With the driver still in the normal driving position, the equipment is even capable to
monitor the driver breathing, as shown in Fig. 3. When the car is running, the noise
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Fig. 5. Resultant force center for different postures, in (a) longitudinal direction on seat+back
and in (b) transversal directions on seat only.

prevails on these biological signals. However, the pressure time histories show some
repeatability, considering driving on the same road irregularities with different speeds,
as reported in Fig. 4.
The OP conditions can be identiﬁed in real experiments for all the sample drivers,
such as shown in Fig. 5 for one of them. A speciﬁc calibration is required for every
driver and for every driving session in order to compensate for global and local errors.
Globally, the driver percentiles and driving patterns determine very different pressure
distributions. Locally, the seat and cover shapes, their nonuniform stiffness and the
occupant clothes may effect each sensor reading. A sensor may even not read if it falls
in a shape depression. The forward reclined OP can be better identiﬁed in the longitudinal direction, as shown in Fig. 5 left. However, the left and right reclined OPs can
be better identiﬁed in transversal direction, in Fig. 5 right.

5 Conclusions
An actual car seat has been sensorized in order to monitor the driver position while
driving. The pressure sensors layout addresses the speciﬁcations for real driving, while
the controller algorithms are intended to get useful information apart from many car
and road noises. The equipment results in an off-the-shelf cover suitable for extensive
tests for different drivers on most car models.
When the car is stopped, the seat is capable to monitor the driver breathing, consistently with literature results in static conditions. When the car is running, the noise
prevails on these biological signals. Again, this result partly conﬁrms the literature
limitations. A possible future research can investigate the capability of seat sensors for
Health Status Monitoring.
When the car is running, the seat is capable to monitor the driver OP conditions,
other than car noise and road irregularities. Then, another possible future research can
investigate comfort and drivers pattern to improve driving experience.
Works in the near future will investigate the driver OP considering car dynamics
while speeding up or braking and in turning maneuvers.
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